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COMMENT
TOWARD A NATIONAL POLICY ON
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
Most recent commentators on the population explosion have focused their attention on the arithmetic aspects of population growth1
-the dramatic increase in the number of people living on our planet.
Consequently, the corresponding problem of the geographic distribution of population has received relatively little attention. 2 In the
United States, where overpopulation is not yet a pressing problem, solutions to the dilemmas created by the existing spatial patterns of population distribution are of paramount importance. Urban blight, rural
stagnation, environmental and aesthetic pollution, and racial stratification are related, directly or indirectly, to population distribution.
Unfortunately, the United States does not yet have a comprehensive
national policy to deal with population distribution. Congress took
some tentative steps toward remedying this situation by enacting the
3
Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970.
That statute recognizes the need for a national urban growth policy
specifically designed to stimulate distribution patterns consistent with
human and physical environmental objectives, responsive to existing
1. See, e.g., G. BORGSTROM, TOO MANY (1969); P. EHRLICH, THE POPULATION BOMB
(1968); P. EHRLICH & A. EHRLICH, POPULATION RESOURCES ENVIRONMENT (1970) (Extensive bibliography). For articles touching on the legal aspects of the population problem
see Blaustein, Arguendo: The Legal Challenge of Population Control, 3 L. & Soc.
REV. 107 (1968); Clark, Law as an Instrument of Population Control, 40 U. COLO.
L. REV. 179 (1968); Moore, Legal Action to Stop our Population Explosion, 12
CLEV.-MAR. L. REv. 314 (1963); Montgomery, The Population Explosion and Flited
States Law, 22 HAST. LJ. 629 (1971); Symposium-National Population Pograms
and Policy: Social and Legal Implications, 15 VILL. L. REV. 785 (1970).
2. But see ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, URBAN AND
RURAL AMERICA: POLICIES FOR FUTURE GROWTH (1968) [hereinafter cited as ACIR];
Hearings on Population Trends Before the Ad Hoc Subcomm. on Urban Growth of
the House Comm. on Banking and Currency, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1 (1969)
[hereinafter cited as Population Trends Hearings]; Hearings on the Quality of
Urban Life Before the Ad Hoc Subcomm. on Urban Growth of the House Comm.
on Banking and Currency, 91st Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. (1970) [hereinafter cited as
The Quality of Urban Life Hearings]; Freeman, Towards a National Policy on
Balanced Communities, 53 MINN. L. REV. 1163 (1969).
3. Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970, (tit. VII of
Housing and New Community Development Act of 1970), Pub. Law 91-609, §701, 84
Stat. 1791 [hereinafter cited as Urban Growth and New Community Development Act
of 1970].
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socio-economic problems throughout the nation, and sensitive to the
particular needs of state and local governmental units. 4 To implement
its mandate to develop this national urban growth policy, Congress
ordered the President to utilize the resources of the executive branch
to prepare a Report on Urban Growth to be submitted in February,
5
1972, and every two years thereafter.
The purpose of this comment is to explore some of the population
problems in modern America. It is written from a lawyer's perspective, in search of pragmatic solutions to real problems. Accordingly, it
concentrates on the effects which various laws and policies have on
population distribution with a view toward isolating those factors
which can be manipulated by government to distribute population in a
more rational and desirable manner. Even if no affirmative distribution program is adopted, an increased awareness of the population
effects of existing federal activities will serve to eliminate future policy
choices which might exacerbate current distribution-related problems.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Urbanization is probably the dominant social, economic and political phenomenon on the contemporary American scene. The 1960
census revealed that 69.9 percent of the American population lived in
metropolitan areas 6 and, if existing trends continue, it has been pro7
jected that this figure will reach 85 percent by the turn of the century.
The pattern of urbanization has been most complex, consisting of a
number of distinct facets. First, there has been a general rural to
urban migration accompanying the industrialization which followed
the Civil War. 8 Second, there has been an extraordinary movement of

4.
5.
6.
7.
was

Id.
Id. § 703(a).
ACIR, supra note 2, at 13 (Table 9).
Id. at 13. Between 1960 and 1969 about three-quarters of the population increase
located in urban areas.

BUREAU

OF THE CENSUS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMNIERCE, Cur-

rent Population Reports: Regulation Characteristics 1 (1970). In 1968 the 100 largest
standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's) had a population of 113.5 million, 57
per cent of the nation's total, and were growing more rapidly than the United States as a
whole. BUREAL OF THE CENSUS, DEPARTNIENr OF COMMERCE, CURRENT POPULATION
REPORTS: POPULATION ESJ IMATES AND PROJECTIONS 1 (1969).
8. Every census since 1870 has shown an increase in the proportion of Americans
living in urban areas. ACIR, supra note 2, at 2.
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rural southern Negroes to the central areas of northern cities. 9 Third,
there has been a corresponding exodus of middle and upper class
whites to the suburbs.' 0

Moreover, this growth has not affected all parts of the country in
the same way. Rather than being geographically dispersed throughout
the United States, it has been remarkably concentrated. The core
area, frequently referred to as the "industrial belt," runs north and
south along the Atlantic Coast between Boston and Washington,
D.C., and extends westward to the Great Lakes." In 1950 this region,

with only about 7 percent of the land area, contained 43 percent of
the country's population, 52 percent of the income and 70 percent of
the industry.' 2 Similarly, in 1966 the Mideast and Great Lakes regions, consisting of nine states' 3 and the District of Columbia, contained 41 percent of the total population.' 4 The Urban Land Institute
has projected that these tendencies toward concentrated, megalopolitan development will continue: by 1980, 55 percent of the population
will live in four great urban regions and this percentage is expected to
increase to 60 percent by the year 2000.15 To put these projections in

9.

In 1969, 69.9 percent of the Negro population lived in metropolitan areas and

55.2 percent lived in central city areas. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, DEPARTMENT OF

(Figure 1)
(1970).
Between 1960 and 1969, 97 percent of the increase in Negro population occurred in
metropolitan areas. Id. at 2. Between 1950 and 1966, 5.6 million out of the 6.5 million
increase in Negro population occurred in metropolitan areas. ACIR, supra note 2, at 5.
10. ACIR, supra note 2, at 3-8. Ih 1969, 37.9 percent of the white population lived
in suburban areas; virtually the entire white population increase between 1960 and 1969
occurred in suburban areas, the white population of the central cities actually declining
COMMERCE, CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

by about 2 million during the same period. CURRENT POPULATION REPORT, supra note 9,

at 1 (Figure 1).
11. See Ullman, Regional Development and the Geography of Concentration, in
PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGIONAL SCIENCE Assoc. 179 (G. Carrothers ed. 1958)

[hereinafter cited as Geography of Concentration].
12. Id. at 181. (calculated from county data in the 1950 Census).
13. New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin.
14. ACIR, supranote 2, at 34 (Table 20).
15. Pickard, Dimensions of Metropolitanism, in URBAN LAND INSTITUTE, RESEARCH MONOGRAPHY 14, at 23 (1967), cited in ACIR, supra note 2, at 14. See also

Pickard, Future Growth of Major U.S. Urban Regions, reprinted in Population Trends
Hearings, supra note 2, at 85; Id. at 656 (Statement of Jerome R. Pickard, Research
Director, Urban Land Institute).
The four regions are a 500 mile corridor along the Atlantic seaboard from Boston to
Washington; a chain stretching from Utica, New York to Chicago and north to Green
Bay; a Pacific Coast complex in California extending from San Diego to San Francisco;
and a final concentration entirely within the state of Florida.
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proper perspective, however, it must be recognized that they presume
that the government's basically laissez faire attitude toward urban
growth will continue.
This relentless process of urbanization has created many overwhelming problems for our society. These are illustrated by the subjects of the successive chapters of Mitchell Gordon's book, Sick Cities:16 traffic congestion, air and water pollution, insufficient recreational areas and facilities, pervasive crime, inadequate police and fire
protection, noise pollution, inadequate public facilities such as
schools, hospitals, garbage and sewage disposal, insolvent local governments, intergovernmental confusion and conflict, urban blight and
suburban sprawl. 17 In addition, the migration of black Americans to
the central areas of our cities and the consequent departure by middle
and upper income whites have produced a pattern of de facto racial
segregation and economic stratification with many concomitant legal
and social problems.
Most cities already lack the financial resources to deal with these
difficulties. There appears to be a direct relationship between the size
of the city and the per capita costs of municipal government.' 8 This
increase in costs which accompanies urban growth threatens to paralyze our already large cities which seem destined to grow larger. The
phenomenon seems partially attributable to the influx of "high cost"
citizens into the central city.' 9 Simultaneously, the migration of
higher-income whites and industry to the suburbs 20 has denied the cities desperately needed tax revenues while magnifying transportation,
parking, and social problems. Between 1950 and 1965 two-thirds of

16.

M. GORDON. SICK CITIES (1963).

17. One sociologist writes that these problems are so critical that contemporary society can be realistically characterized as "the chaotic society." Hauser, The Chaotic
Society: Product of the Social Morphological Revolution, reprinted in Population

Trends Hearings, supra note 2, at 539. Hauser views this phenomenon as the result of
four factors-the population explosion, the population implosion (urbanization), population diversification and rapid technical and social change. Id. at 543-46.
18.
See N. HANSEN, FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING 17 (1968)
FRENCH REGIONAl PLANNING].

[hereinafter cited as

19. The concentration of low-income families in the central cities increases the
burden on city governments to provide the necessary welfare services, expanded police
and fire protection, and numerous other public services. The Quality of Urban Life
Hearings, supra note 2, at 474, 479 (Statement of Daniel Noble, Vice Chairman and
Chief Technical Officer, Motorola, Inc.).
20.
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all new industrial buildings were located outside the central areas of
21
the nation's cities.
While the inability of the modern city to handle the problems outlined above has received much attention, writers are increasingly
asking even more basic questions about the role of the city as an acceptable institution in our society. Some of these writers have been
concerned about the cultural impact of the city. Frank Lloyd Wright
22
wrote:
I believe the city, as we know it today, is to die.... Even the small
town is too large. It will gradually merge into the general non-urban
development. Ruralism as distinguished from urbanism is American,
and truly democratic.
23
Ian McHarg, an urban planner, commented:

One might ask of the modem city that it be humane: that is, capable of
supporting human organisms.... I contend that far from meeting the
full requirements of this criterion, the modem city inhibits life, that it
inhibits man as an organism, man as a social being, man as spiritual
being, and that it does not even offer adequate minimum conditions
for physiological man; that indeed the modem city offers the least
humane physical environment known to history.
Others have expressed concern with the detrimental effects of urbanization on man's mind and behavior. Ren6 Dubos, a biologist, has
stated: "some of the most profound effects of the environment created
by urban and technicalized civilization may not be on the physical
24
health, but on man's behavioral patterns and mental development.
Based on studies of other mammalian species, there is mounting evidence that overcrowding may result in "[m] ass psychosis and psychological collapse. '25 There is also evidence which tends to associate

21. N. HANSEN, RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS 30 (1970) [hereinafter
cited as RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS]. In Los Angeles, for example, 85

percent of the new industrial buildings and 63 percent of the new stores were
located in the suburbs. Id.
22. Wright, The City as Machine, in METROPOLIS: VALUES IN CONFLICT 91, 92-94
(C. Elias, J. Gillies, S. Riemer eds. 1964).
23. ACIR, supranote 2, at 56, quoting from I. McHARG, MAN AND ENVIRONMENT.
24.
25.

Quoted in RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 224.
N.Y. Times, Sept. 22, 1963 at 79, col. 3, cited in FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING,

supra note 18, at 13.
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such social ills as mental disease, 26 crime,2 7 alcoholism and suicide 28
with the overcrowding encountered in our larger cities.
In considering the urban problems outlined above, one must also
remember that they have a rural counterpart. 2 9 The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations reported: 30
The level of poverty, lack of services, scarcity of jobs, inadequate cultural and educational opportunities, and lack of hope for many of the
people left behind in the cutover, strip mined, automated farming, and
mechanized mining areas of our country constitute the frequently neglected other side of the coin.
Additional problems include inadequate health facilities and other
public services, insufficient housing, and a generally low level of income.3 1 These conditions, like their urban counterparts, are geographically concentrated in certain areas of the country, particularly in the
rural South including Appalachia and the Ozarks, parts of the Southwest, and areas in rural New England and the Great Lakes. 32
Clearly the problems of rural and urban America are closely related.
The rural to urban exodus, produced in part by the "push" effect of
the undesirable rural areas, has simultaneously contributed significantly to urban congestion 33 and has deprived rural areas of sorely
needed human resources. 34 Any rational attempt to achieve a bal26.

RURAL POVERTY AND I IIE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 224.

27. See ACIR, supra note 2,at 55-56. In 1960 the rates per 100,000 population of
crimes reported to police as compiled from the FBI Uniform Crimes Reports was significantly higher in urban areas than in rural areas for all the crimes listed except homicide. See Clinard, Deviant Behavior, Urban-Rural Contrasts, in METROPOLIS: VALUES IN

CONFLICT 237, 256 (C. Elias, J. Gillies, S. Riemer eds. 1964). See also Miligram, The
Experience of Living in Citie.s,167 SCIENCE 1461-68 (1970).
28. (linard, supra note 27, at 239, 240.
29. See generally REPORr BY THlE PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL ADVISORY COMI'N ON
RtRAI

POVERTY, THE PEOPLE L EFT BEHIND (1967)" ACIR, supra note 2, at 19-26, 59;

Freeman, Towards a National Policy on Balanced Coin nunities, 53 MINN. L. REV.
1163 (1969); H. CAUDILL, NIGHT CONIES TO THE CUIBERLANDS (1963).

30. ACIR, supra note 2, at 59.
31. Id. Thus, in spite of the fact that the rural sector of the United States contains
only about 30 percent of the population, it accounts for almost half of the number of
persons living below the poverty line. Id. at 24-25, 59. See note 5 and accompanying
text, supra.
32. ACIR, supra note 2, at 24,59.
33. Between 1960 and 1965 in-migration accounted for 22 percent of the population increase in metropolitan areas. Id. at 16, 23.
34. Migration is selective. Studies have shown that migrants tend to be younger,
better educated and more intelligent than the population as a whole. Lee, Internal Migration and Population Redistribution in the United States, in POPULATION:

TiE VITAL

REVOI UTION 123, 128-31 (R. Friedman ed. 1964). The result is that rural areas lose
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anced national development must recognize the interrelation between
urban and rural problems and avoid the temptation to isolate them for
35
individual attack.
Although these urbanization trends are complex and diverse, they
are neither spontaneous nor unpredictable. Basically, they reflect the
aggregate effects of countless location decisions of various public and
private organizations and individuals. The remarkable concentration
of urban development in the United States is partially attributable to a
widespread preference of private industry to locate in metropolitan

areas. 36 A large city offers a company many advantages not available
in less concentrated areas: universities and research parks, sophisti-

cated engineering firms and financial institutions, public relations and
advertising agencies, numerous auxiliary services, a large skilled-labor
force, flexible transportation and utility systems, and a proximate
market. 37 In addition, since a company can compete more efficiently
if it can draw upon the products and services of other businesses located nearby, it will tend to locate in an already concentrated area
where these advantages are maximized. Reductions in operating costs
attributable to these factors are called "external economies. ' 38 Since
each firm which locates in an area will create additional external

39
economies for other firms, a cycle is created which reinforces itself.
through migration the persons they need most. See also W. PETERSON, POPULATION
252-73 (2d ed. 1969).
35. See Seattle Times, Feb. 9, 1971, at A7, col. 1, 2 (Statement of Washington Governor Daniel J. Evans). See also ACIR, supra note 2, at xv-xvi; Freeman, Towards a
National Policy on Balanced Communities, 53 MINN. L. REV. 1163 (1969).
36. For various theories which have been advanced by social scientists to explain the
urbanization of our population see Thompson, Some Theoretical Considerationsfor
Manufacturing Geography, in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY: SELECTED READINGS 299 (F.
Dohrs and L. Sommers eds. 1970) [hereinafter cited as Economic Geography].
37. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 232; FRENCH
REGIONAL PLANNING, supranote 18, at 14. The last factor, a nearby market for the corporation to penetrate, is becoming increasingly important as the economy becomes more
oriented toward the tertiary (services) sector which is more market-oriented than the

secondary (manufacturing) and primary (mining and agriculture) sectors. Dohrs and
Sommers, Editor's Introduction, in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY, supra note 36, at 341. While
the three sectors were approximately balanced in the United States about 1910, by 1960
the tertiary sector accounted for 58 percent of the labor force, the secondary sector 34

percent and the primary sector 8 percent. Thompson, Some Theoretical Considerations
for Manufacturing Geography, in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY, supra note 36, at 309.
38. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 7 n.3.
39. Some economists argue that agglomeration economics in general and the availability of various services in particular have replaced such traditional factors as water
and energy sources and transportation networks as primary determinants of industrial
location. Id. at 234. See notes 51-55 and accompanying text, infra, for a discussion of
this and other location factors.
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This cycle is referred to by social scientists as agglomeration: "a
self-perpetuating momentum resulting from a pyramiding of complementary activities and services to produce notable economies of scale
40
and the largest market in the country."
However, while these external economies are immediately and profitably reflected in corporate income statements and have a profound
impact on industrial location, most of the resultant "social diseconomies" of urban concentration, such as overcrowding, traffic congestion,
and air and water pollution, are not internalized by the corporation
and do not significantly affect its operating costs. 4 1 As metropolitan
corporations continue to reap the competitive advantages of urban
concentration without sharing the burdens, business and industry will
continue to be attracted to densely populated areas regardless of the
social consequences unless additional influences encourage them to
42
locate elsewhere.
Although private interests and profit motives apparently determine
present corporate and individual location decisions, government could
utilize various opportunities to influence those decisions and promote
the public interest in a rational and unified population distribution
policy. This would not necessitate the implementation of any direct
controls designating specific locations for specific individuals or companies. Even the municipal zoning codes have stopped short of such
massive, itemized regulation. Instead, the solution lies in the fact that
the various levels of government exert a tremendous amount of economic power, engage in a wide range of activities, and thereby can
significantly affect the location of economic and population growth.
With the increased participation of the federal government in the
planning, funding or coordination of public activities, an examination
of the federal programs which affect population location decisions is

40.

Geography of Concentration, supra note 11, at 184. Many of these forces have

been recognized by location theorists for several decades. See A. WEBER, THEORY OF
LOCATION OF INDUSTRIES (1929); A. LosCH, THE ECONOMICS OF LOCATION (1954); E.
HOOVER.

THE

LOCATION

OF

ECONOMIC

ACTIVITY

(1948);

W.

ISARD,

LOCATION

AND

SPACE ECONOMY (1956).
41.
RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 7-8.

42. Although recently there has been much publicity regarding the flight of a number
of leading corporations from the cities, the overwhelming majority of the moving corporations are relocating in nearby suburbs. Consequently, the moves will have no really
significant anti-megalopolitan impact. See TIME, Apr. 26, 197 1, at 86-88.
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appropriate to determine how these programs might be structured to
work consistently with population distribution goals.
Many of these governmental activities, such as the federal interstate
highway program and parts of the federal housing programs, have
had an effect that is almost entirely inadvertant and unforeseen. Recently, however, the federal government has initiated programs which
are directly aimed at influencing certain aspects of the population distribution patterns-the Appalachian Regional Development Act of
196543 and the New Communities Act of 1968. 44 The distinction
between planned and unplanned distribution effects is obviously
somewhat artificial, but it is a convenient way of analyzing the
problem. Accordingly, these two categories of federal activities are
discussed separately in sections II and III of this comment.
The final section analyzes the role of the lawyer in formulating a
national policy to deal with urbanization and population distribution.
Lawyers, as architects of many of the governmental programs discussed here, not only have a responsibility to assess the practical impact of these programs, but they also possess valuable skills which will
be needed to handle the difficult problem of reconciling centralized
government planning with our democratic and constitutional traditions.
II.

THE INADVERTENT EFFECTS OF
FEDERAL LAW AND POLICY ON
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

Although the impact of various federal laws on population distribution is as yet largely unexplored, there is reason to believe that it is
significant. 45 Each year one in five Americans changes residence with

43.
44.
45.

40 U.S.C. App. § 1 (1970).
42 U.S.C. §3901 (1970).
The recent statement of the newly-constituted Commission on Population

Growth and the American Future has recognized that a relationship between law, governmental activity and population distribution exists:
A principal question is the role that Federal and State governments play in population affairs. Although the Federal government does not have an explicit, comprehensive population distribution policy, many of its policies, programs and statutes
seem to have an impact on population distribution incidental to their main objectives. This inadvertant impact may be seen, for example, not only in the Federal
Interstate Highway System, but also in the Federal Housing Administration pro-
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net in-migration to the metropolitan centers. 46 About one sixth of
these moves is interstate. 47 Since American mobility 48 is largely
job-related, 49 any governmental impact on the distribution of industry
and other economic activity will have a significant effect on popula50
tion.
A 1961 survey based on interviews of industrial executives indicated that the following six location factors were most important to
industrial decision-makers: 1) Labor costs (wages, productivity); 2)
Proximity to markets (including transportation costs); 3) Availability
of labor (skills, supply); 4) Industrial climate (the attitude of the state
and community toward industry); 5) Taxes; 6) Proximity to materials
(including transportation costs). 5 1 Many of these specific location fac-

tors can be influenced by government. As the study pointed out: "It is
worth noting that not all of the six leading factors are given, in the

gram and federal procurement policies. Others, such as the Economic Development
Administration, the New Communities Act and the urban renewal program, are
designed in part to redirect growth.
COMMISSION ON POPULATION GROWTH AND THE AMERICAN FUTURE, AN INTERIM REPORT

30 (1971). The Commission was created by Pub. L. 91-213, Mar. 16, 1970. 84 Stat. 67.
46. As noted earlier, between 1960 and 1965, 22 percent of the metropolitan population growth occurred from net in-migration. See note 33, supra. In the eleven largest
urban growth areas, which accounted for over 39 percent of the total metropolitan population in 1965, 38 percent of the population growth was due to in-migration.
ACIR, supra note 2,at 16 (Table 10).
47. Id. at 14-15.
48. Only 43.7 percent of the native-born Americans living in California in 1960. for
example, were born in that state. W. PETERSEN. THE POLITICS OF POPULATION 294

(1964).
49. Id. at 293-94. See ACIR, supra note 2, at 17. This conclusion is buttressed by the
fact that in 1954 there was a correlation coefficient of .936 between manufacturing employment and population in the individual states (a correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates a perfect positive correlation). Pred, Toward a Typology of Manufacturing Flows,
in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY, supra note 36, at 267, 274.
The relationship between economic activity and population growth is so pronounced
that Simon Kuznets includes population growth in the definition of economic growth. S.
KUZNETS, MODERN ECONOMIC GROWTH: RATE, STRUCTURE AND SPREAD 1 (1966).
50. The extent of the correlation of course will vary according to how laborintensive the industry is. It is to be expected that as the economy becomes more oriented toward the labor-intensive service sector the correlation will become more pronounced. See notes 54-55 and accompanying text, infra.
51.
E. XIUEI 1ER, A. WILKIN & H. WOOD, LOCATION DECISIONS AND INDUSLrRIAL MoB1LITY IN MICHIGAN (1961), cited in ACIR, supra note 2, at 44. Some of the other fac-

tors mentioned were water supply, unionism, various community factors, marketing
facilities, traffic access and parking, zoning laws, and local sources of financing. ld. at 4-5.
Other commentators have identified fuel and electric power as location factors. Will.
Finding the Best Plant Location, in READINGS IN ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 430 (H. Roepke

ed. 1967).
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sense that they depend on natural advantages, the state of technology,
52
or the geographic distribution of consumers."
Although the existence and importance of interrelationships is evident, a number of factors frustrate any precise analysis of what specific effects various laws have had on industrial location. First, social
scientists have not done any substantial work in the area and persons
with legal training generally do not possess the technical skills needed
to conduct such analysis. Second, the relationships between law and
population distribution range from the very direct-the effect of the
legalization of gambling on the size of Las Vegas, for example-to
the most attenuated. Urban areas are complex interrelated social systems and any federal intervention at one level can have unanticipated
secondary and tertiary effects. 5 3 This, of course, makes conclusive
analysis difficult. Third, the impact of the location factors will vary
according to the particular economic activity concerned. Some industries, such as the aluminum industry, are oriented toward the location
of raw materials and power and will tend to locate near those sources
in order to reduce transportation costs. 54 Other industries are marketoriented or labor-intensive and agglomeration-economy oriented,
and their location decisions will vary accordingly. 55 Thus, federal
highway assistance or federal regulation of railway freight rates will
affect different industries in different ways.
Because of the problems listed above, and because of the wide
range of activities the government undertakes, it would not be feasible
to present here a comprehensive discussion of all the federal policies
affecting population distribution. The remainder of this section seeks
simply to illustrate some of the ways selected federal programs operate to influence the structure of regional development. Included are
discussions of the distributive effects of the federal regulation of railroads and the interstate highway system, the public housing programs,
various labor and taxation policies, and federal power siting guidelines. In turning to these various programs, however, one general
theme emerges: whatever a program's impact, it has not been part of
52. ACIR, supra note 2, at 45, quoting from E. MUELLER, A. WILKIN & H. WOOD,
supra note 51.
53. TOWARD A NATIONAL URBAN POLICY 11 (D. MOYNIHAN ed. 1970).
54. See Pred, Toward a Typology of Manufacturing Flows, in ECONOMIC
GEOGRAPHY, supra note 36, at 267.
55. Id.
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an overall strategy to influence population distribution and the pattern
of reactions it set in motion was probably not anticipated by the governmental officials who designed it.
Two of the location determinants isolated by a Michigan study involve transportation costs. 56 Edward Ullman notes "that the golden
age of regional planning in the United States was about 100 years ago
when the railroads were being built; nothing had a more dramatic
impact than the railroads in shaping the country and arranging
space." 5 7T The federal involvement in railroad placement was substantial; in the years before 1900 when the railroad empires were being
built, the federal government loaned approximately $65 million to six
western railroads and gave over 131,000,000 acres of land to the railroads in grants. 58 This activity was instrumental in determining the
59
pattern of settlement in the West.
More recently, since it began to regulate the railroads in 1887, the
Interstate Commerce Commission has approved different rate schedules for different parts of the country. The complexity of variations in
the rate schedules has frustrated studies of the geographic differences
in freight rates, 60 but it is known that railway rates do not increase
similarly in all directions or vary proportionately with distance.6 1 Historically, the Northeast has enjoyed a tremendous competitive advantage relative to the rest of the country.6 2 The freight rate structure has
56.

E. MUEII ER, A. WILKIN & H. WOOD, supra note 51.

57.

Ullman,

The Substance and Scope of Regional Planning, in REGIONAL

PLANNING: CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS 22-21 (M. Hufschmidt ed. 1969). See R.
HUNT,LAW AND LOCOMOTIVES (1958).
58. J. BLUM. B. CATTON, E. MORGAN, A. SCHLESINGER. JR., K. STAMPP, C. WOODWARD, THE NATIONAL EXPERIENCE: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 419 (1963).

59. Much of the land was sold by the railroads to farmers in the hope of generating
freight revenues and had a direct impact on the population distribution patterns in the
West. See generally R. HUNT,supra note 57.
60. Alexander, Brown, and Dahlberg Freight Rates: Selected Aspects of Uniform
and Nodal Regions, in READINGS IN EcoNOMIc GEOGRAPHY 552, 553 (H. Roepke ed.

1967).
61. Id. at 553.
62. In 1937 the average freight rate per mile varied regionally as follows (the
Eastern rate is at "official" rate-100 on a scale): Eastern (100); Southern (139):
Western Trunk Line (147); Southwestern (175): and Mountain-Pacific (171). Id. at 553.
Although most of the differences have been eliminated, substantial discriminations
persist in both inter- and intrastate rates.
The effects of this rate disparity have been described as follows:
As a geographic factor, this regionalism in the nation's freight rate structure had a
profound impact upon the nation's economic geography. It gave the Northeast a
definite rate advantage making it less expensive, on the average, to ship goods in
that region than in any other part of the nation. In recent years the I.C.C. received
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operated as the equivalent of a protective tariff impeding the industrialization of many parts of the country outside the preferred eastern
sector. 63 Freight rates, like tariffs, can be manipulated for the advantage or disadvantage of a given region and could be used as a tool to
encourage industrial relocation.
The location of federal interstate highway construction has also had
a significant distributional impact. Although much attention has been
directed toward the intra-urban and environmental consequences of
the federal highway program, 64 no studies were located dealing with its
general distribution effects on a regional scale. Several particular effects have been isolated, however, and are worth noting. The first is
the federal highway program's effect on the location of new community development in the United States. Since most of the American
new communities do not have an independent economic base but are
satellites to existing urban areas, 65 they are dependent on transportation systems for access to the dominant area. Consequently, a major
geographic characteristic the new communities share is proximity to
66
freeway and highway systems.
The better access provided by the federal highway system has also
been instrumental in the relative decentralization occurring within
urban areas-the movement of people and businesses from central
areas to the suburbs.6 7 This intra-urban decentralization in turn has
caused an increase in metropolitan area traffic flow. The federal government, in characteristically ad hoc fashion, has responded by
making further improvements in metropolitan transportation systems,
the long-range effect of which may be to create additional agglomeraincreasing protest from other portions of the country, especially the South...
[and] in a series of decisions spaced several years apart, gradually erased most of
the regional differentiations.... Nevertheless, the effect of the regional differences
in class rates which prevailed from 1887-1952 will be observable in the regionaliza-

tion of the American economy for many years to come.
id. at 555.
63. W. PETERSEN, POPULATION 286 (2d ed. 1967).
64. See Berry, Recent Studies Concerning the Role of Transportation in the Space
Economy, in ECONOMic GEOGRAPHY supra note 36, at 224. While a number of German
studies have discussed the distribution effects of highways, the American studies have
concentrated on the effects on the city and the suburbs that surround it. See also Symposiumn-The Impact of the Highway on the Urban Environment, 20 CATH. U.L. REV. 1

(1970).
65.

ACIR, supra note 2, at 63,64.

66.

Id. at 79.

67. Id. at 51 quoting, ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,
STATE-LOCAL TAXATION AND INDUSTRIAL LoCATION, Report A-30, at 19 (1967).
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tion economies which will attract more people and economic activity
into the urban area. 68 These federal programs, then, have encouraged
and intensified distribution patterns in a way that is probably undesirable and certainly unanticipated.
On a regional scale, two things are clear. First, since freeway systems influence transportation costs, they will have some effect on the
location decisions of some firms. For example, a recent study revealed
that plant location in the automobile industry is very sensitive to
transportation costs. 69 The manufacturing of the automobile's component parts is agglomeration-oriented and has remained in the Detroit
area. But because of weight and bulk increase, transportation costs
rise rapidly when the automobile is assembled and the industry has
consequently decentralized its final assembly phase to various branch
plants located near the ultimate markets,70 a significant dissolution of
the "deep-seated concentration of auto production in the Michigan
area.",71
Second, the administrators of the federal highway program are not
required by statute or administrative regulation to consider the distributional impact, whatever it might be, of a particular highway location and probably do not do so. One section of the governing statute,
which applies only to the location of projects as they pass through or
bypass communities, requires the state highway department to certify
that it has held hearings, considered the economic, social and environmental effects of the location and that the location is consistent with
promulgated local planning. 72 This is only a beginning, however,
since it requires consideration of social and economic effects only at
the local level. In addition, the requirement that it "consider" the effects is probably too loose to be meaningful. 7 3 What is needed is a
coherent highway policy that is part of an articulated national population distribution plan.
68.
FRENCH REGIONAl PLANNING, supra note 18, at 272.
69. Hurley, The Automotive Industry: A Study in Industrial Location, in ECONOMIC
GEOGRAPHY, supra note 36, at 315-16.

70. Id. at 314-15.
71. Id. at 326.
72. 23 U.S.C. § 128(a) (1970).
73. The Regulations promulgated require that each selected system shall "promote
the general welfare and the national and civil defense" and require that "the conservation and development of natural resources, the advancement of economic and social
values, and the promotion of desirable land utilization" be considered in selecting
highway sites. 23 C.F.R. § 1.6(c) (1970).
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Moreover, the existing system appears to be a largely improvisational response to the existing pattern of population distribution. The
statute provides that the interstate system shall be located so as to
"connect by routes, as direct as practicable, the principal metropolitan
areas, cities, and industrial centers." 74 The funds for the primary
system are apportioned among the states according to the ratio that
the state's area, population and mileage of rural delivery routes bears
to the nation's total.75 Since population is an element of the apportionment formula, the system is tailored in part to existing distribution
patterns, and at least to a degree can be expected to reinforce existing
megalopolitan trends.
In sum, federal policies affect transportation costs and would seem
thereby to have a large but, as yet, undetermined influence on industrial location.76 None of this activity is coordinated into an overall
policy on population distribution, nor has there been any systematic
assessment of its impact. The remainder of this section examines in an
abbreviated fashion other federal programs affecting industrial location and population distribution.
In the thirty-odd years since the federal government first enacted
housing legislation, 77 and most particularly since 1949 when Congress
in the Housing Act of 1949 committed the nation to the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every family,7 8 federal activity in the housing field has had a marked impact not only on
the structure of the urban environment but on population distribution
in general. Although by 1968 low-rent public housing had been built
for almost 2.4 million people (almost 700,000 units),79 the primary
focus of federal housing policy has been to increase the rate of home

74.
75.

23 U.S.C. § 103(d) (1) (1970).
Id. § 104(b) (1). The formula for the secondary system makes no more sense. 23

U.S.C. § 104(b) (2) (1970).
76. There are other federal policies affecting transportation costs as well. The Fed-

eral Aviation Administration program to aid state and local governments to build airports is an example.
In other countries the government has tried to influence transportation costs
even more directly. The Department of Decentralization and Development of New South
Wales, Australia, for example, gives direct freight rate subsidies to firms locating in

sparsely populated areas. Brochure of the Department of Decentralization, a copy of
which is on file in the offices of the Washington Law Review.
77. See NATIONAL COMMISSION ON URBAN PROBLEMS, BUILDING THE AMERICAN
CITY 108 (1968) [hereinafter cited as BUILDING THE AMERICAN CITY].
78. 42 U.S.C. § 1441 (1970).
79.

BUILDING THE AMERICAN CITY, supra note 77, at 66.
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ownership. 80 This policy, which has benefited middle and upper class
Americans primarily, has been implemented through such programs
as the Federal Housing Administration and the Veteran's Administration 81 and through such indirect subsidies as the income tax deductions for property taxes and for interest on mortgages. Federal
housing policy along with the highway programs have been largely
responsible for the suburbanization of metropolitan America8 2 with its
characteristic horizontal development. Through its loan programs, the
federal government has also been instrumental in the post-war development of private new communities. 83 Although the new section 235
program of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 is
84
aimed at extending these homeownership benefits to poor people, it
can be utilized only if the property is located in a neighborhood
"which is sufficiently stable and contains sufficient public facilities and
amenities to support long term values. ' 85 This provision will probably
be implemented to encourage additional suburbanization.
The public housing programs, on the other hand, have been aimed
largely at lower income level blacks. 86 Although public attention has
been centered on charges that these programs "intensify racial and
economic stratification of America's urban areas ,"87 the public
housing program has also had regional distribution effects. As could
be expected, the larger urban areas received the most housing units.
On a national scale, localities in the 2,500 to 100,000 population
range received less than their per capita share of housing units, while

80. Id.
81. See Id. at 94-107 for a detailed discussion of these programs.
82. ACIR, supra note 2, at 60.
83. Id. at 75.
84. 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715z (Supp. 1971). See Quick and Wein. Honeownershipfor the
Poor: Tenant Condoininitons, The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, and
the Rockefeller Program, 54 CORNELL L. REV. 811 (1969).

85.
1971).
86.

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, 12 U.S.C.A. § 235

(j) (3)

(Supp.

In 1967, 50.5 percent of all housing units were occupied by Negro families.
note 77, at 114.
87. Id. at 12. Since low-income housing projects have, for the most part been located in predominantly non-white areas, their effect, especially when combined with the
white suburbanization consequences of the FHA and VA programs, has been to crystallize existing patterns of de facto racial segregation. See Note, Racial Discriminationin
Public Housing Site Selection, 23 STAN. L. REV. 63, 64 (1970). See also 79 YAILE L.J.
712 (1970); The Quality of Urban Life Hearings,supra note 2, at 191, 198-99 (Statement
of Joel Fleishman, Associate Provost for Urban Studies and Programs, Yale University); Weissbourd and Channick, The Urban Strategy, in The Quality of Urban Life
Hearings, supra note 2, at 535, 539.
BUILDING TIlE AMERICAN CITY, supra
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localities in the 100,000 and above range received more than their per
capita share.8 8 Since the cities favored with the largest relative share
of public housing units were in the 250,000 to 1,000,000 range,8 9
however, the ultimate impact of the housing program may have been
anti-megalopolitan.
The Michigan location study highlighted several additional factors
affected by law,9 0 including the cost and availability of labor. The
federalization of labor law through the National Labor Relations Act 9 l
and the Labor Management Relations Act 9 2 resulted in the premption of much state labor law that might have influenced industrial location decisions. 93 Some areas are still open to the states, however.
State courts, for example, unlike federal courts are not prohibited by
federal law from issuing injunctions in labor disputes.94 The availability of injunctive relief and the general attitude of the state courts
toward labor-management relations vary extensively from state to
state, and probably influence industrial location decisions.9 5
Similarly, state and local taxation of industry has been significantly,
but not entirely, preempted by federal supremacy through the Commerce Clause. Although most theorists have discounted differences in
local taxation levels as location factors,9 6 this is probably because the
states actively compete with one another to attract industry, and fear
that more significant taxation levels would injure their competive positions. Certainly this phenomenon would not impede any tax incentive
program at the federal level as a population distribution device.9 7
An additional factor which will probably become increasingly im-

88.
89.

BUILDING THE AMERICAN CITY, supra note 77, at 113 (Table 2).
Although these cities contained only 18.9 percent of the population they re-

ceived 29 percent of the housing units. Id.
90.
91.
92.

93.

See notes 51-52 and accompanying text, supra.
29 U.S.C. § 151 (1970).
29 U.S.C. § 141 (1970).

See San Diego Building Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 U.S. 236 (1959).

Garnion held that state courts must defer to the exclusive competence of the NLRB if

the controversy is arguably subject to the National Labor Relations Act.
94. See Norris-LaGuardia Act, 29 U.S.C. § 101 (1970).
95. Twenty-five states have "little Norris-LaGuardia" Acts which prohibit issuance
of injunctions in labor disputes. See 46 WASH. L. REv. 805, 821 (1971).
96.

See, e.g., M. GREENHUNT, PLANT LOCATION IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE: THE

137 (1956).
See ACIR, supra note 2, at 137-43. These same interstate competitive pressures

ECONOMICS OF SPACE

97.

inhibit many states, especially underdeveloped ones, from enacting far-reaching environmental and consumer protection statutes which are in the public's interest.
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portant in the near future is electric power. Americans will soon face a
widely-publicized power shortage. 98 The Federal Power Commission
has estimated that by 1990 the nation's electric power generating capacity will have to be increased four-fold and that 90 hydroelectric
projects, 90 fossil-fuel plants and 165 nuclear-powered plants will
have to be constructed on new sites. 9 9 Although electricity can be
transmitted relatively cheaply, the location of these facilities will have
distributional effects at least in broad regional terms. At present, however, government regulation of the siting of these projects is disjointed
and uncoordinated; various state agencies, the Federal Power Commission, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Rural Electification
Administration and various other federal agencies such as the Tennessee Valley Authority have some control over plant siting. t0 0 None
of these agencies is required by statute to consider the population implications of its decisions. In addition, if we reach a situation where
demand for power exceeds supply, the electricity will have to be rationed. Clearly this rationing could proceed along regional lines pursuant to a Federal population distribution policy.' 0 '
There are many other federal programs and policies that influence
distribution, some of them in ways that are completely unanticipated.
Edward Ullman suggests, for example, that the anti-trust laws reinforce
the agglomerative pull of the megalopolis.10 2 Since the anti-trust
laws prevent a corporation from dominating even a local market
outside a population center, firms in extra-megalopolitan areas are
not allowed to become large enough to generate genuine econoomies of scale. Consequently the self-perpetuating agglomeration
economies described above, which are responsible for sustained urban
growth, will not be produced in these areas. Moreover, the enforcement of a state of relatively free competition means that in order to

98. Main, A Peak Load of Trouble for The Utilities, FORTUNE, Nov. 1969. at 116.
99. Hearings on S. 3345 Before the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st
Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 226 (1970).
100. See 16 U.S.C. § 791 et seq. (1970); 42 U.S.C. § 2011 et seq. (1970). See also
Comment, Power and the Environment: A StatutorY Approach to Electric Facility Siting, 47 WASH. L. REV. 35 (1971).
101. Similar programs and opportunities for policy-makers are presented by proposals to divert water in large quantities. See Johnson, The Area of Origin and a Columbia River Diversion, 46 WASH. L. REV. 245 (197 1).
102. Geography of Concentration, supra note 11, at 187.
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survive many firms will have to locate in urban areas where they can
take advantage of various external economies and reduced costs.
Another unanticipated effect is seen in the depletion allowances
granted the oil industry under the income tax laws. Recently, oil companies have become active in developing new communities, apparently largely because of the cash reserves made available by this favor103
able tax treatment.
Another element to be considered is government spending, which
influences more directly regional economic development and population growth. Although, on the average, three percent of the labor
force of each state was employed in national defense industries, the
range in the individual states was from 0.3 to 9.7 per cent. 04
Similarly in 1969 the per capita level of federal aid varied at the regional level from $74.92 to $136.30.105 In both cases the divergence
is large enough to be of distributional consequence.
Although-the federal programs outlined above are aimed at many
diverse problems, they share a common impact on population distribution. However, there has as yet been no systematic assessment of
their effects and no overall policy has yet been articulated to coordinate them or to shape their influence for the benefit of society. The
Urban Growth and New Community Development Act, which provides for the development of a national urban growth policy, is only a
beginning step. Its requirement of a Report on Urban Growth 106 does
not go far enough. An appropriate model is found in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.107 Section 4332 of the Environmental
Policy Act requires all federal agencies to108
[include] in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible
official on(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,

103. ACIR, supra note 2, at 81. A subsidiary of Gulf Oil, for example, recently
took control of Restion, Virginia, the most famous of the new communities. Id.
104. Id. at 39.
105. 1972 BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, SPECIAL ANALYSIS 240
(1971) [hereinafter cited as 1972 BUDGET].
106. See note 3 and accompanying text, supra.

107.
108.

42 U.S.C. § 4321 (1970)
Id. § 4332.
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(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided
should the proposal be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action...
This is a much more far-reaching requirement. Its application to the
population problem would allow for the accurate assessment of the
impact of federal programs and would provide the opportunity to
tailor such programs to influence population distribution without
prejudice to other goals.
III.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS INTENDED TO AFFECT
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

As contrasted to the more or less inadvertant federal influences discussed in the previous section, Congress has recently enacted a series
of laws specifically designed to affect various aspects of population
distribution. The statutes are the New Communities Act of 1968,109
the Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970,110
the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965,111 and the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965.112 This section analyzes their impact and concludes that these programs, as presently administered, are not likely to change the existing pattern of distribution in any significant way.
A.

New Community Development

Although the idea of new community development as an alternative
to the city is of European origin, 113 the ambivalent attitudes of Americans toward life in the big city allowed the concept to find favor on

48 U.S.C. § 3901 (1970).
Pub. L. 91-609, § 701, 84 Stat. 1791.
40U.S.C. App§ 1(1970).
42 U.S.C. § 3121 (1970).
Ebenezer Howard, an Englishman. is usually credited with the idea. See E.
HOWARD, GARDEN CITIES OF To-MORROW (1902). Lewis Mumford writes that this book
has "done more than any other single book to guide the modern town planning movement
and to alter its objectives." Mumford, The Garden City Idea and Modern Planning,
Foreword to E. HOWARD, GARDEN CITIES OF TOMORROW [sic] (M.I.T. Press 1965).
New towns and new communities are planned communities designed by planners
and then built according to the plan so as to make better use of the land and create a
more suitable living environment. ACIR, supra note 2, at 62-63. Frequently, the design
109.
110.
I11.
112.
113.
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this side of the Atlantic. During the Depression, President Roosevelt
created the Resettlement Administration which built three new communities on the European model-the "greenbelt towns" of Greenbelt, Maryland, Greenhills, Ohio and Greendale, Wisconsin.1 14 The
federal government has also built new communities in conjunction
with the atomic energy projects and with various power and reclamation projects."1 5 Although the federal interest in these projects subsided
after World War II, various large-scale private developers, taking
advantage of rising income levels and increased demand for housing,
began actively building new communities." 6 This pattern of private
new community development has persisted and, as will appear below,
was encouraged by the New Communities Act of 1968 and by its
successor, the Urban Growth and New Communities Development
Act of 1970.
The European new community movement, by contrast, has been
dominated by government." 7 In Great Britain since 1946 when Parliament enacted the New Towns Act, new towns have been public projects and their development has progressed pursuant to public policy
objectives. 118 The government selects the sites for the new towns and
then appoints a development corporation charged with actual planning and implementation. Since 1947, 21 new towns have been developed in Great Britain and in 1968, 650,000 out of a projected population of 1,354,000 resided in them." 9
A considerable amount of criticism has been directed at the new
town movement. Niles Hansen points out that after 20 years the
British policy has not succeeded in decongesting London. 20 William
concept which characterizes the new community is compactness; it is relatively densely
settled in striking contrast to suburban patterns of settlement. See Weissbourd and
Channick, The Urban Strategy, in The Quality of Urban Life Hearings,supra note 2, at

549.
114. E. EICHLER & M. KAPLAN, THE COMMUNITY BUILDERS 3-4 (1967); ACIR,
supra note 2, at 72.
115. ACIR, supra note 2, at 72-74.
116. Id. at 74-76; E. EICHER & M. KAPLAN, THE COMMUNITY BUILDERS 20-22 (1967).
In 1968, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations listed 58 such pri-

vate new communities in the United States with a total projected population of 5,717,000. ACIR, supranote 2, at 77 (Table 41).
117. Great Britain, Sweden and the Netherlands include new communities as part
of a planned national policy on urban development. ACIR, supra note 2, at 65, 67.
118. Id. at 66-67. See generally F. OSBORN & A. WHITTICH, THE NEw TOWNS:THE
ANSWER TO MEGALOPOLIS (1963).

119.

ACIR, supra, note 2, at 67.

120.

FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING, supra note 18, at 49.
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Alonso argues that the enthusiasm for new towns in the United
States is largely a product of nostalgia for an older, rural America
and that because of the economic integration and connectivity of
modern society a policy of settling millions of people in new towns
is unlikely to succeed; he argues that "as sirens of utopia they might
distract us from our path." 12 1 Lloyd Rodwin has a more balanced
view: "Experience with new town development in Great Britain and
other countries shows that they are neither a panacea nor a failure.
They are complex and increasingly valuable tools which planners can
employ to stimulate development and to organize the physical environment. 1' 2 2 Clearly, our options are limited: if the government is going
to attempt to decentralize population, either people will have to be
directed to existing, less congested areas or else new towns will have
to be built.
More deserving of discussion is our abandonment of new community development to various private entrepreneurs. These developers include large established community developers and merchant
builders, large national corporations with cash reserves available for
investment (such as Westinghouse, General Electric and various oil
companies), large landowners and other independent entrepreneurs,
23
and banks, insurance companies and savings and loan associations. 1
The federal government has encouraged this private investment
through the FHA and VA loan programs which helped stabilize the
market, with favorable tax treatment for capital gains, and even
through those parts of the anti-trust laws which may have encouraged
some oligopolistic firms to diversify their holdings.' 24 In addition, a
new community development, once incorporated, is eligible for a host
of federal housing and public facility grants and loans. 12 5 Private
new community development, thus encouraged and subsidized, has
occurred in a virtual regulatory vacuum. No nationwide planning has
121.

Alonso, What Are New Towns For?, 7 URBAN STUDIES 37, 53-54 (1970).

122.
ACIR, sutpra note 2, at 67, quoting from L. RODWIN, EcONOsi IC PROBLEMS IN
DEVELOPING NEW TOWNS AND EXPANDING TOWNS (1964). See The Quality of Urban Life

Hearings,supra note 2, at 245 (Statement of Charles Haar, Harvard Law School).
123. ACIR, supra note 2, at 79-82.
124. Id. at 75, 80-8 1. See note 102 and accompanying text, supra, regarding other
possible effects of the anti-trust laws on population distribution.
125. See ACIR, supra note 2, at 94-95, 182-85. Such projects as middle and low
income housing, planning, water and sewer facilities, mass transportation systems, airports, schools and medical facilities are eligible. See also Urban Growth and New
Community Development Act of 1970 § 718. 84 Stat. 1791.
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been done regarding the location of new community development and
little more has been done at the state level. 126 This general pattern
continued after the enactment of the New Communities Act of 1968,127
and can be expected to persist under its successor, the Urban
Growth and New Communities Development Act of 1970;128 both
statutes are basically comprehensive attempts to focus on the needs of
private new community developers.
Under New Communities Act of 1968 the government undertook
to guarantee bonds, debentures, notes and other obligations issued by
a private developer to finance a project if the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development approved the developer's plans.' 29 In addition the government was authorized to make supplemental grants to
local governments undertaking public projects in support of the development.' 30 In order to qualify for assistance the new community had
to: 1) be economically feasible in terms of economic base or growth
potential and contribute to the orderly growth of the area; 2) have a
practicable plan for financing the development; 3) have a sound internal development plan which will "contribute to good living conditions
in the area," have "sound land use patterns," include a "proper balance
of housing for families of low and moderate income," and include
adequate school, shopping, transportation and recreation facilities;
3
and 4) have a plan consistent with local planning in the area.' '
The Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970 is
more comprehensive, but similar in approach. In addition to guaran13
tees of developer obligations, 32 the statute also provides for loans,
34
grants to state and local governments for public facilities and services '
and technical assistance.1 3 5 Although the statutory benefits may be

126. ACIR, supra note 2, at 83-86. A 1967 survey conducted by the Advisory
Commission indicated that only two states had plans that included provisions for new
communities. Id.
127. 42 U.S.C. § 3901-14 (1970). See generally Keegan and Rutzick, Private
Developersand the New Communities Act of 1968, 57 GEO. LJ. 1119 (1969).
128. See note 3, supra.
129. 42 U.S.C. § 3902-04 (1970).
130. Id. § 3911.
131.
Id. § 3903.

132. Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970, Urban Growth and New
Community Development Act of 1970, Pub. L. 91-609, § 713, 84 Stat. 1791 (1970).
133.
134.

Id. § 714.
Id. 8 715, 718.

135.

Id. §§ 719, 720.
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extended to state and local governments undertaking to build new
communities, 136 the statute is designed primarily to assist private developers. The statutory declaration of purpose is to encourage "the
orderly development of well-planned, diversified, and economically
sound new communities.., in a manner which will rely to the maximum extent on private enterprise.... -137 The eligibility standards
are slightly more rigorous than those of the original New Community
Act. In addition to the original requirements the new program must:
1) provide an alternative to disorderly urban growth or so improve
existing areas as to help reverse rural to urban migration, 2) make
"substantial provision" for low and moderate income housing and 3)
make use of modem design and technology. 138 The statute also provides that the federal government may carry out large-scale "new
community demonstration projects" designed to serve as models for
new community development. 13 9
Both statutes, then, were essentially designed to stimulate new
community development without resorting to the governmental
powers utilized in Great Britian. The New Communities Act has been
described as "well-conceived response to the financing difficulties
which usually accompany the large amount of acquisition and development necessary for new communities. ' 14 0 From a population distribution perspective, however, they must be regarded as a capitulation
to agglomerative economic forces and to the profit considerations of
private developers.
In an area where regulatory measures are sorely needed, this legislation contains neither sufficient standards nor recognizable control
mechanisms. Specifically, neither statute contains restrictions as to the
location of the new communities; they may be located in urban or
rural areas and may be independent or satellites to existing urban
areas. This absence of locational control means that new communities
will be located according to the developer's profit considerations
rather than public policy. In order to attract industry, the developers
are likely to take advantage of industrial preferences for location in
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.

Id. §§ 712(b), 7 11 (c).
Id. § 710(f.
Id. § 712.
Id. § 723.
Keegan and Rutzick, Private Developers and the New Communities Act of

1968, 57 GEo. L.J. 1119, 1158 (1969).
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suburban areas where they can utilize various external economies.
This affinity for development adjacent to existing urban centers was
the pattern of new community location prior to the enactment of the
statutes,1 4 1 and there is no reason to believe that it will change. In
other words, new community development will probably intensify existing concentration and urbanization trends. It would also seem that
new community projects undertaken by state and local governments
will attempt to take advantage of these corporate preferences.
Furthermore, although both statutes require that the new community development be consistent with area planning, 42 the probable
result will be that local planning will be dominated by the developer's
needs rather than vice versa. The state and local governments are
likely to cooperate fully with the private developer for several reasons.
The new community will bring jobs, prestige, and needed tax revenues
into the area and the federal loan and guaranty programs will provide
considerable area-wide stability. Additionally, various federal supplemental grants are available to the local governments when new com43
munity development is instituted-for public works and services1
and for planning grants.' 4 4 Since these funds and benefits are available only when new community development consistent with local
planning is begun, the developer is in an excellent bargaining position.
Thus, it can be predicted that the private developer's needs will probably be paramount over public policy considerations. Clearly, the
implications of this symbiotic relationship between developers and
local government, and the ramifications of private domination of new
community development generally have not received sufficient consideration.' 45 Although the provisions in the Urban Growth and New
Community Development Act for development of new communities
by state and local governments are promising, no basic departure from
46
the existing pattern of private development is contemplated.

141.

See ACIR, supranote 2, at 64, 77-79. With a few exceptions the new communi-

ties have been built within commuting distance of existing centers of employment and
near federal highway projects. Few have been independent of existing urban centers.
142. See text accompanying notes 130 and 137, supra.
143.

42 U.S.C. § 3911 (1970).

144.

40 U.S.C. § 461(a) (4) (1970).

145. But see R. DUBos, MAN ADAPTING 5-7 (1965); Reich, The Law of the Planned
Society, 75 YALE LJ. 1227 (1966); Comment, Democracy in the New Towns: The
Limits of Private Government, 36 U. Cm. L. REv. 379, 381 (1969).
146. See notes 135-36, supra.
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Regional Economic Development Programs

Beginning in the early 1960's a series of laws designed to stimulate
economic growth in the relatively stagnant, predominantly rural regions of the country was enacted. Although they were not specifically
designed to redistribute population, that would seem to be an implicit
condition of substantial economic growth, 147 and the programs are
therefore considered in this section.
The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961148 was a four year program
designed to alleviate the conditions of unemployment existing in certain economically lagging regions by providing industrial grants and
loans for commercial facilities and labor training programs. However,
it did not produce any significant economic growth.1 49 The Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965150 was recently extended
to 1978.151 This act established a joint federal-state body called the
Appalachian Regional Commission and authorized grants for various
projects such as highway development, health, housing, conservation,
vocational education, and construction of other public facilities. The
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965152 provided
for the designation of multi-state regional commissions modeled after
the Appalachian Regional Commission and created the Economic
Development Administration (EDA) to implement its other programs.
To date five regional commissions have been designated-the Ozarks
(parts of Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma), New England, the
Coastal Plains (eastern portions of North Carolina, South Carolina
and Georgia), the Upper Great Lakes, and the Four Corners (Utah,
Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico). 153 The Act identifies three other
geographic entities eligible for assistance: redevelopment areassmall, often single county areas with a population of 1,500 to
250,000 characterized by persistent unemployment, population loss
and low median family income; Title I areas-areas with substantial

147.
148.
U.S.C.
149.

See S. KUZNETS, MODERN Ec No MIc GROWTH 1 (1966).
Pub L. 87-27, 75 Stat. 47 (1961) (Partial omission and repeal indicated in 42
§ 2501-25 (1970).
Rt'RAI

POVERTY %ND THL URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 138.

150. 40 U.S.C. App. § 1-405 (1970).
151. Appalachian Regional Development Act Amendments of 1971, Pub. L. 92-65.
§§ 202-04, 85 Stat. 166 (1971).
152. 42 U.S.C. §§ 3161-81 (1970).
153.
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unemployment as designated by the Secretary of Labor; and economic
development districts--multi-county areas designed for broader regional programs containing at least two redevelopment areas.' 5 4 The
range of benefits under the Act includes loans and direct and supplemental grants for public works and development facilities, industrial
155
and commercial loans, loan guarantees, and technical assistance.
56
Niles Hansen summarizes these programs as follows:'
In general, it is obvious that regional policy in the United States has been
formulated and implemented on the assumption that it is possible to attract
sufficient industry to lagging, and for the most part rural, regions of
the country to give residents of these regions economic opportunities
comparable to those enjoyed by other Americans.
He concludes, however, that study of other countries' experiences
with regional planning suggests that such an economic policy is not
likely to succeed either in developing these regions or in removing
pressure from overcrowded urban areas. For a number of reasons, this
conclusion may be accurate.
The fundamental problem with these programs is their failure to
take sufficient account of the strength of the agglomerative economic
impact of urbanization. 5 7 Government programs, at least at their present levels, will not be sufficient to compensate for such relative rural
inadequacies as low levels of service, a largely untrained labor force,
an inadequate local market for the products of businesses that locate
there, poor cultural, recreational and educational facilities and
an inadequate transportation network. At their existing expenditure
levels' 5 8 these programs are not adequate to provide the kind of
development necessary to enable these regions to compete with the
megalopolis.
Moreover, rather than aiding areas which might generate selfsustaining growth with a minimum of assistance, EDA has devel-

154. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 3161-81 (1970); ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION,
EDA HANDBOOK 7-10 (1968) [hereinafter cited as EDA HANDBOOK].
155. 42 U.S.C. §§ 3131-52 (1970).
156. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 298. Probably the
most authoritative and publicized study advocating industrialization of rural areas is:
PRESIDENTS NATIONAL ADVISORY COMM'N ON

RURAL POVERTY, THE

PEOPLE LEFT

BEHIND (1967).
157. See notes 36-41 and accompanying text, supra.
158. See 1972 BUDGET, supra note 105, app. at 230-31.
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oped a system of priorities for allocating its funds known as the
"worst-first" policy, 159 whereby those areas with the least growth potential receive the most assistance. In spite of economic evidence that
cities need to have a population of about 250,000 to generate
self-sustaining growth through the development of significant external
economies, and that cities with less than 50,000 have little effect on
their surrounding region, 160 EDA has shown a pronounced tendency
to favor smaller areas. Towns with fewer than 10,000 persons received
three-quarters of the public works projects and 60 per cent of the
funds.' 61 The eighty development centers designated in 1968162 had
an average population of just 24,145.163 Hansen concludes that a
more efficient regional development strategy would concentrate on
cities just under the 250,000 level and attempt to push them over the
64
threshhold to self-sustaining growth.
The French experience here is enlightening. Over the course of a
decade, in an attempt to decentralize its population and to develop its
lagging regions, France has utilized policies even more extensive than
those now employed in the United States by EDA. In addition to direct financial incentives for businesses to locate in rural areas, the
French have attempted to decentralize governmental offices and to use
65
affirmative control measures designed to limit the growth of Paris.
These programs failed to generate sufficient external economies to
overcome the economic attractiveness of the Paris region, however,
and the French abandoned them and adopted the policy of "metropoles d' quilibre" in their stead. Eight already urbanized "development poles" were selected for extensive public investment in the
hope that these areas will demonstrate sufficient growth potential to
generate their own economies and offset the growth of Paris. 66 The
French regional development scheme directs growth to those areas

159.

RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 147; EDA HANDBOOK,

su pra note 154, at 3.
160. See RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 153, 249.
161.
Id. at 143-44.
162. This "growth center" feature of the economic district program is in apparent
conflict with EDA's erstwhile "worst-first" policy. See notes 172-73 and accompanying
text, infra.
163. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 153.

164.

Id. at 249.

165.
Id. at 229; FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING, supra note 18, at 55-73.
166. See FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING, supra note 18, at 228-48. In Australia a similar conclusion was reached by the Department of Decentralization and Development in
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which are neither congested nor lagging, but which have a capacity
for growth. In the United States, on the other hand, these "intermediate" areas constitute a no man's land in regional policy. In sum, EDA
is still utilizing methods which have been tested elsewhere and found
ineffective.
Not only is the worst-first policy inimical to effective regional planning, but as implemented by the EDA it has not been tailored to meet
the most pressing needs of the lagging regions. The reason has been a
relative bias in favor of "economic overhead capital" rather than "social overhead capital. 1 6 7 Social overhead capital includes various facilities such as schools and hospitals which are geared toward developing the human resources of the area. Economic overhead capital, on the
other hand, refers to highways, hydroelectric projects and other economically productive facilities which are not directly aimed at meeting the
health and welfare needs of the population. Clearly, the most pressing
problems of these areas stem from underinvestment in their human
resources. This is seen, for example, in the lack of adequate educational and medical facilities. In 1962 the per pupil expenditure for
education in Appalachia was $337 while the national average was
$518;168 inadequate health facilities and a shortage of doctors contributed to an infant mortality rate twice the national average and a
death rate from infectious diseases one-third higher.1 69 In light of
these statistics it seems incredible that as recently as 1969, 80 percent
of the outlays under the Appalachian Regional Development Act were
for economic overhead capital. This is primarily due to the heavy
emphasis on the development of highways.' 70 From a population disNew South Wales which also recommended that the regional growth center concept be
utilized:
It [the Corporation]is firmly convinced that relianceupon the disperseddecentralization measures which have prevailed to date is unlikely in the future to achieve
any significant degree of population growth outside the central coast metropolitan
region and that, elsewhere in the State, selective urban growth is the only possible
alternative to economic andpoliticalstagnation.
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OF NEw SOUTH WALES,

REPORT ON SELECTIVE DE-

CENTRALIZATION, 6 (1969).
167. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 95. Hansen notes,
however, that even in lagging areas the federal government is spending 82 percent
of its combined economic and social overhead outlay on social overhead capital, as
compared with an 85 percent social overhead outlay nationally.
168. Id. at 70. See also H. CAUDILL, NIGHT COMES TO THE CUMBERLANDS 136 (1963).
169. RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 73.
170. Id. at 75. In 1967 although social overhead capital comprised 85 percent of the
total federal assistance in the United States as a whole, it amounted to only 75 percent
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tribution perspective, investment in economic overhead capital, especially if it is insufficient to generate agglomerative economies, is much
less likely to stem the out-migration to the cities than is an investment
17 1
program aimed at developing human resources.
A further problem with the regional development programs is their
lack of coordination and regional focus. Although created by the
same legislation, the regional commissions and the EDA have not
worked closely together; the regional commissions occasionally have
expressed a desire to sever all connections. 172 The Appalachian Regional Commission has remained functionally entirely distinct. Even
the EDA evinces policy inconsistencies: the EDA simultaneously
maintains a "worst-first" policy for its development areas, 17 3 and pursuant to a statutory requirement,1 74 tries to channel migration toward
"growth centers" in its development districts.
Moreover, as in the case with new community development, the
federal government has largely abandoned planning to the local units
of government. Although the statute conditions all EDA assistance on
approval by the Secretary of an "overall program for the economic
development of an area,"' 75 the EDA Handbook provides that the
statute's emphasis was deliberately placed on local planning and that
"... EDA will not dictate the planning or the orientation of an area's
planning." 176 The result is a general lack of regional focus which permeates a number of the areas discussed above. The absence of location requirements in the new community legislation, the failure to utilize "intermediate" areas in regional economic development planning,

in some of the most backward portions of Kentucky. Id. at 95. See note 166, supra.
There is reason to believe, however, that some of these problems are being corrected, at
least in part. A recent amendment to the Appalachian Regional Development Act provides for the development of low and middle income housing projects and vocational
education facilities. Appalachian Regional Development Act Amendments of 1971,
Pub. L. 92-65, §§ 208, 209 85 Stat. 166 (1971). See also NEw ENGLAND REGIONAL
CONMISSION. REGIONAL DEVEL OPNIENr PLAN, reprinted in Population Trends Hearings

707, 734, 740-47.
171. Indeed, it might be that a highway or other transportation facility leading from
a population center to the lagging region might stimulate out-migration of people rather
than in-migration of industry.
172.

RURAL POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 137, 294.

173. EDA HANDBOOK, supra note 154, at 3. See notes 158-63 and accompanying
text, stpra.
174. 42U.S.C.§3171(a)(1970).
175.
Id. § 3 142(b) (10).
176.
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the willingness to abdicate planning to local levels of government, and
the insistence on attacking urban and rural problems separately all
continue to frustrate the search for a coherent approach to distributional problems that are national in scope. Unfortunately, in view of
President Nixon's recent criticism of the "excessive Federal involvement" in urban and rural community development, 7 7 it is unlikely
that the present administration will take any steps to remedy this situ78
ation.'
In conclusion, it seems justifiable to question the substance and sincerity of federal commitment to a solution of the problems it has recognized. Budget estimates for 1971 and 1972 would give the EDA
$160 million for each of those years; it is estimated that that amount
will fund 161 redevelopment area projects in 1971 and 119 in 1972.179
The Urban Growth and New Community Act of 1970 places a
$50 million ceiling on obligation guarantees for each new community
and a limit on total obligations guaranteed to $500 million;180 it allows loans -up to $20 million per new community, with a maximum
allowable total of $240 million.' 8 ' At these expenditure levels the Federal programs cannot be expected to have any significant impact upon
problems they ostensibly seek to solve.
IV.

THE LAWYER'S ROLE IN POLICY FORMULATION

The complexity of the problems raised by the urbanization process
may suggest that in seeking solutions it would be appropriate for lawyers to defer to geographers, economists, sociologists and planners.
After all, legal training does not equip one with the analytic tools
needed to identify the social, economic, and demographic effects of a
particular highway location, or to calculate the proper balance of
economic and social overhead capital in a regional development plan.
Moreover, lawyers have been instrumental in designing and imple-

177. President Nixon's Special Message on Revenue Sharing for Rural Community
Development, 117 Cong. Rec. H1375 (Mar. 10, 1971), USCCAN 92d Cong., 1st Sess.,
at 251 (Mar. 25, 1971).
178. See text accompanying notes 221-26, infra.
179. 1972 BUDGET, supra note 105, app. 230-31.
180. Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970, Pub. L. 91-609
§§ 713(d), (a), 84 Stat. 1791 (1970).
181. Id. §§ 714(c), (d).
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menting the laws and policies discussed above that affect population
distribution. Therefore, lawyers may be largely responsible for our
present hapless situation. However, neither self-conscious abdication
to the technical experts nor vindictive exclusion for past errors should
prevent lawyers from participating in future population distribution
policy-making. This section discusses the valuable contibutions which
lawyers can and should make to this critical social dilemma.
First, although social scientists certainly are indispensable for intelligent policy-making, there are limits to the contribution they can
make. In spite of the fact that virtually all the social sciences are concerned with at least some aspects of the problems arising from the
accelerating patterns of urban settlement, there has been a pronounced
lack of communication and coordination among the experts in
these respective fields. Economists, geographers, urban and regional
planners, and sociologists are now beginning to exchange ideas. They
have yet to synthesize a comprehensive analytical framework from
their aggregate contributions. 182 Even within single disciplines there
183
have been major disagreements which have impeded progress.
Within the planning profession, for example, two separate disciplines
with different vocabularies and analytical approaches have evolveda division reflected in the general lack of coordination between

182. One integrated field, economic geography-the study of the spatial distribution
of economic activity-holds much promise but is relatively undeveloped. Webb. Economic Geography: A Frainework for Disciplinary Definition, in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.
supra note 36, at 2.
The following criticism of the most recent French regional plan by an economist
serves to illustrate the hostility among disciplines which has frustrated meaningful
communication:
This functional approach thus has neglected essential economic aspects of development theory. Much of the responsibility for this phenomenon undoubtedly lies in
the fact that urbanists and geographers, rather than economists, have had a predominant role in developing inutropole d'eqtilibre policy. Indeed, one of the principal
objections raised against the Fifth Plan is that economists were not given a great
enough role in its preparation.
FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING, supra note 18, at 259.
183. These disagreements occur, for example, among economists as to whether economic strategy should be aimed at establishing "balanced growth" or whether efforts
should be concentrated on "growth points." See FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING. supra note

18, at 7-9. Among planners there is disagreement as to the merits of a one-shot,
long-range plan relative to a shorter-range plan with provision for periodic revision. See
REGIONAL PLANNING: CHALLENGE AND PROSPECTS 40 (M. Hufschmidt ed. 1969). Among

geographers there is disagreement as to adequate explanation for industrial location.
See Thompson, Some Theoretical Considerations for Maniufacturing Geography, in
E(ONONIc GEOGRAPHY sutpra note 36, at 299.
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schemes of urban and regional development. 8 4 Sociologists have
disagreed even about so fundamental a matter as whether rural-urban
differences have so diminished in modem society that they are no
8 5
longer deserving of study or whether qualitative differences remain.
Also, many of the social sciences have methodological weaknesses.
While modem planning has advanced technologically to the point of
applying cybernetic principles, 18 6 urban planners have been criticized
for their concentration on the individual city as a unit without relating
the city's problems to the regional context-for remaining, in other
words, urban rather than urbanization planners.' 8 7 Regional planners,
on the other hand, have been largely concerned with the regional allocation of capital and labor and have not concerned themselves with
precisely where development should occur.' 8 8 In contrast to the planners, geographers have taken adequate notice of the spatial distribution of economic activity, 189 but they have failed to make adequate
use of cybernetic principles. Instead, geography has tended to remain
"scientific and descriptive" and "less process oriented" than the other
social sciences, 9 0 a shortcoming which seriously diminishes its utility
in formulating population policy.' 9 '
Another limitation of the social sciences may arise from the ultimate inadequacy of the scientific method in distribution planning.
Since the population distribution problem is exceedingly complex and,
in many respects, very technical, social scientists may seem well-suited
to arrive at workable solutions through the use of empirical techniques and quantitative analysis. But planning eventually must rely
upon value judgments which have necessarily been made unscientifi92
cally.
184.

Friedmann, The Concept of a Planning Region, 32 LAND ECONOMICS 1, 2-3

(1956). Niles Hansen argues that this comment still remains accurate years later. RURAL
POVERTY AND THE URBAN CRISIS, supra note 21, at 5-6.
185. Schnore, The Rural-Urban Variable: An Urbanite's Perspective, reprinted in
Population Trends Hearings,supra note 2, at 30 1.

186. The human environment is an interconnected system and the interactions of
all its components can be cybernetically taken into account. J. McLOUGHLIN, URBAN
AND REGIONAL PLANNING: A SYSTEMS APPROACH 75-91 (1969).
187. THE POLITICS OF POPULATION, supra note 48, at 323-38.

188.

Id. at 324-25.

189.

See note 194, infra.

190. Interview with Dr. Richard Morrill, University of Washington, Department
of Geography, Seattle, Washington, March 8, 197 1.
191. See note 194 and accompafiying text, infra.
192. For example, many planners tend to favor dense patterns of urban development and to castigate suburban sprawl. But this judgment may depend more on the fact
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Although economic planners can argue in abstract terms about the
ideal combination of social and economic overhead capital for a lagging region, the final resolution will reflect an implicit value judgment
about the medical, educational and cultural needs of the people of
that region. In fact, it is difficult for man to be "scientific" about any
aspect of his environment simply because his consciousness affects his
perception.' 93 In sum, although the experts have much to offer us,
there are numerous problems which must be resolved unscientifically
by weighing competing values. Lawyers are trained to balance competing interests where clear cut solutions do not exist.
Another limitation of the social scientists is their failure to give
their studies a policy-making orientation. Regional economic and
population growth clearly occurs within the interdependent national
framework. It would be useful, indeed indispensable, for a policymaker to know more precisely in what ways federal laws and programs encourage, discourage and condition this growth. But social
scientists, including most regrettably geographers, have not concerned
themselves with the interrelation between these laws and policies and
the geographic distribution of people and economic activity. For example, several geographers, when asked by the author about the impact various federal laws had on population distribution, replied that
geographers tend to regard law as a "given" rather than as a variable
in the distribution equation. Moreover, geography, in recent years,
has been developing a largely abstract and theoretical focus. It has not
aimed at establishing a basis for policy-making but has concentrated
on setting up an analytical framework which is descriptive of existing

that the planner is from New York and not Los Angeles than on empirical observation.
Indeed, the very word "sprawl" is pejorative. Ullman, The Substance and Scope of Regional Planning, supra note 57, at 23-24.
193. Mechanical stresses, irritating materials, radiations, and temperature act directly on the human fabric just as they do on other non-human structures of
similar composition.... But in addition to their direct effects on the constituents
of the body machine, environmental forces also have indirect effects on living things.
. [T] his chain of indirect responses is of greatest importance in man because
of his propensity to symbolize everything that happens to him, and then to react to
the symbols as if they were actual environmental stimuli ....
Thus, all the perceptions and interpretations of the mind become translated into
organic processes. For this reason, the actual effects that the environment exerts on
man commonly bear little if any resemblance to the direct effects that could have
been expected from the physicochemical nature of the stimulus.
R. DuBos, MAN ADAPTING 5-7 (1965).
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spatial relationships between various isolated entities.' 94 It has been
realized, at least since Roscoe Pound's time, that law does not exist in
a vacuum, and much work has been done to discern the sociological
impact of various laws, especially in the criminal field. 195 However,
the frontier between the law and the social sciences involved with various aspects of the population distribution problem has not yet been
crossed. There is a general awareness that a relationship between law,

governmental activity, and populatiori distribution exists, 196 but
commentators have directed little attention toward more specific effects.197 The social sciences have not yet displayed the cooperation,
the appropriate methodology or the policy-making inclinations neces194. An example of this orientation is "central-place theory" which attempts to
demonstrate that there is a latent geometric system of interurban relationships which
helps to explain why cities located where they did. Central-place theory is a "classic" in
geographic thought and forms the basis for much modern theoretic research in economic
and urban geography. See Getis and Getis, Christaller's Central Place Theory; and
L6sch, The Nature of Economic Regions, in ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 342, 442. One
geographer described central-place theory as follows:
Imagine (geographers have vivid imaginations) that we have towns of equal size
represented by corks floating in a large wooden tub. Into the corks we stick bar
magnets of equal strength, with the same poles sticking up, so that each cork forces
its neighbors away. How do the corks arrange themselves? With each one pushing
all the others away, clearly the pattern will be a hexagonal one. In the same way, if
you were locked in a large room with others, and were then told that one unknown
person had bubonic plague, you too would try to maximize your distance from the
rest. We can think of towns similarly competing for space-and, of course, for the
trade of people who we assume are evenly scattered across the land.
Gould, The New Geography, HARPER'S, Mar. 1969, at 91-92.
Although central-place theory forms the basis for much modern theoretic research in
economic and urban geography, it is unlikely to lead to feasible solutions to concrete
problems because it is too abstract and complex to be relevant to immediate policy
problems. See FRENCH REGIONAL PLANNING, supra note 18, at 103-04.
By way of contrast, French geographers have developed the notion of "economic
space." Id. at 106-10. Rather than thinking of space in purely Euclidean terms, space is
viewed as the totality of abstract relationships surrounding the subject studied. The
theory of economic space has this advantage: however unrefined it may be it is policy
oriented; when actual and potential governmental activity are included in the set of relations studied, the variables in the population distribution equation which can be affected through laws and governmental policies are isolated. Id. at 116-21.
195. See, e.g., Llewellyn, Law and the Social Sciences-Especially Sociology,
14 AM. Soc. REV. 453; SOCIETY AND THE LEGAL ORDER: CASES AND MATERIALS IN

THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW (R. Schwartz and J. Skolnick ed. 1970).
196. See, e.g., ACIR, supra note 2, at 61.
197. However, when the Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future listed fifty-four research projects and papers to be prepared for publication in
1972, none of these projects touched on the impact federal and state laws have on population distribution. COMMISSION ON POPULATION GROWTH AND THE AMERICAN FUTURE,

AN INTERIM REPORT 37-43 (1971). The Commission did note that it also "hopes to
develop research on ... population distribution effects resulting from federal policies,"
but this apparently low priority treatment is inappropriate for a problem so
important and so little understood. Id. at 43 (emphasis added). It is to be hoped that
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sary to integrate their efforts and discoveries fully with an appreciation of the effects of federal programs and to produce a comprehensive understanding of the complex forces which affect population distribution. Lawyers seem particularly well-suited to provide these organizational and policy-making services. Thus, a primary reason why
lawyers can provide valuable assistance to the technical experts is
because lawyers are less limited than social scientists in their capacity
to implement theories.
Lawyers have a pragmatic orientation to problem-solving that
should prove indispensable when working on population problems
with social scientists whose leanings are more abstract and theoretical.
This methodological difference between lawyers and social scientists
can be illustrated by a comparison between geography and law. As
noted above, geographers have concentrated on trying to set up 1 an
98
abstract construct which adequately describes existing spatial patterns;
their discipline has been largely descriptive and "scientific" rather
than policy oriented. To one interested in policy formulation it seems
incongruous that so little has been done by geographers to study how
laws affect population distribution.
By contrast, a lawyer's orientation is toward problem-solution
rather than description. The very purpose of law might be regarded as
the peaceful and institutional resolution of disputes. Law is also more
pragmatic in the sense that it tests the validity of its principles less by
logical analysis than by practical results. In Holmes' classic phrase:
"The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience." 199
200
Cardozo described it this way:
[Not all legal principles survive.] Those that cannot prove their worth
and strength by the test of experience are sacrificed mercilessly and
thrown into the void. The common law does not work from
pre-established truths of universal and inflexible validity to conclusions derived from them deductively. Its method is inductive, and it
draws its generalizations from particulars.
under the Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970 the executive
branch will undertake to shed more light on this subject.
198. See note 194 and accompanying text, supra.
199. 0. HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW I(1923). For some observations on the role of the
sociologist in goal formulation see Hauser, The Chaotic Society: Product of the Social
Morphological Revolution, reprinted in Population Trends Hearings, supra note 2, at
539, 551-54.
200. B. CARDOZO. TItE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCEss 22-23 (1921).
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The lawyer's experimental sense, and his practical insistence that a
policy be discarded if it is not functional are sorely needed in population policy formulation.
Most importantly, both the existing pattern of distribution and any
plan to alter it raise a profusion of legal constitutional and policy
problems for which lawyers' skills will be needed. Indeed, the entire
prospect of centralized governmental planning in a society with a
system of government that is democratic, federal, and constitutional is
problematic. This is not to suggest that planning is incompatible with
our traditions of government, 20 1 but only that lawyers have the s.ills
to expedite the resolution of those conflicts that do arise.
Lawyers will be useful not only for their concern for the way we do
things in a procedural sense, but also for their substantive skills.
Because there are so many legal issues that turn basically on a balancing of competing governmental and individual interests and public
policies, it is to be expected that lawyers would develop a relatively
greater facility for resolving value-laden policy questions. The modern
approach to choice of law problems in conflict of laws, for example,
involves a balancing of the competing governmental interests of the
various states whose laws are in conflict. 20 2 Similarly, many issues
of constitutional law require a reconciliation of a governmental interest
with the rights of an individual.
This is not to imply that because of their experience lawyers can be
expected to resolve all policy questions correctly. It is only suggested
that while nothing in a social scientist's methodology equips him to
answer underlying policy and value questions, the resolution of such
problems is an acknowledged part of the legal process. 20 3 To the extent that lawyers have developed any expertise in handling these kinds
of questions, their skills will be useful in drawing up population
policy. The remainder of the comment suggests particular problems
for which lawyers' skills are uniquely suited.
The nature of the domination of new community development in
201.

See generally Reich, The Law of the Planned Society, 75 YALE LJ. 1227.

(1966).
202. See, e.g., Reich v. Purcell, 63 Cal. Rptr. 31, 432 P.2d 727 (1967); Leflar,
Choice-Influencing Considerationsin Conflicts of Law, 41 N.Y.U.L. REV. 267, 279-82

(1966). Using the "governmental interest" approach in a conflicts case, the court will
attempt to identify the policies underlying the conflicting laws of the states involved

under the particular circumstances of the case and will resolve the dispute by applying
the law of the state with the most significant legitimate interest in having its rule applied.
203.

See generally B. CARDOZO, supra note 200.
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the United States by large-scale private developers and the extent of
the subsidization of that process by various federal programs were
noted in the previous section. The conclusion was reached that these
conditions are inimical to a sound pattern of population distribution
since decision-making was dictated by profit considerations rather
than by public policy. But private control also has sinister implicaand
tions which center around the conflict between developer control
20 4
democratic citizen participation. As one commentator noted:
The fact is, one cannot easily imagine
emerge when the New Towns have been
decisions have been built in, what will the
cide-except perhaps the date of the local
to rename a few boulevards.

what kind of politics can
developed. Once the basic
New Town government debeauty pageant, or whether

A recent law review comment examined the "private governments" of
Reston, Virginia, and Columbia, Maryland, and concluded that both
of them were run by a home owner's association which was "more like
a municipal government than a private corporation. ' 20 5 Both communities conditioned political participation on property ownership,
and the comment concluded that a strong case could be made that
they violated the equal protection clause and the Supreme Court's
2 06
one-man-one-vote mandate.
In addition, even if the Constitution is not violated, the wisdom of
allowing private corporations to take the place of municipal governments is questionable. Clearly much citizen participation in government occurs at the local level, and developer paternalism, based as it
is on the profit motive, is an inadequate substitute. Unfortunately, the
New Communities Act gave additional impetus to private developer
domination, and, as new community development expands with federal assistance, increasing numbers of our citizenry will be drawn to
this political no man's land.
A second problem with legal ramifications, reflected both in the
new communities and in the urban concentration generally, is the increasing geographic and social stratification of our population along
racial and economic lines. The pattern of de facto segregation which
204. Comment, Democracy in the New Towns: The Limits of Private Government,
36 U. CHI. L. REv. 379, 381 (1969).
205. Id. at 396.
206. Id. at 398-412.
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has emerged from the combination of Negro migration to central city
areas and the upper and middle class white exodus to the suburbs was
discussed above; in addition, the private new communities already
established have not achieved an adequate social, economic and cultural "mix. ' 207 Although both the New Communities Act and the
Urban Growth and New Community Development Act conditioned
guarantees of developer's obligation on the inclusion of housing for
families of low and moderate income, 208 neither act defined the
meaning of the requirement in terms of a fixed percentage or in terms
of racial content. 2 09 Since the market cannot be expected to respond
as well to the need for low-income housing as to the demand for upper
income housing, it will be predictably in the interest of the developer
210
to minimize the proportion of such housing.
When the activities which lead to segregation are instigated by the
government, there is, of course, a strong possibility that they will be
held violative of the Constitution. A federal district court recently held
that the Chicago Housing Authority had chosen public housing sites
with the purpose of maintaining racial segregation and the court ordered future projects to be located in white neighborhoods. 211 Courts
may not be appropriate institutions to scrutinize and administer
housing programs and it therefore may be disfunctional for them to
have to intervene on constitutional grounds; it is far better for policy
and administrative structure to be designed initially to avoid the

207.

ACIR, supra note 2, at 89.

208.

New Communities Act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. § 3903(3)(B) (Supp. V, 1970);

Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970, Pub. L. 91-609 §
712(a) (7), 84 Stat. 1791.
209. See Keegan and Rutzick, supra note 139, at 1152-57.
210. There are other federal 'policies affecting population distribution which also
have racial implications. For example, although EDA's assistance to lagging regions has
an impact on black migration to the central areas of our cities, there is no evidence in
the prograni that any thought was given to these implications. The only reference to racial problems to be found is in the requirement that each applicant for assistance execute certain forms to assure compliance with the Civil Rights Acts. EDA HANDBOOK,
supra note 154, at 20. Similarly 26 U.S.C. § 167(k), as amended by the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, Pub. L. 91-172, § 521(e), 83 Stat. 651 (1969), which contains an accelerated

depreciation provision for rehabilitation expenditures on low-income housing is aimed
at improving the ghettos but may thereby help crystallize existing segregation patterns.
This is because by making central areas more livable, it will dampen the desire of many
blacks to leave the ghetto for the white suburbs. See generally 79 YALE L. 961 (1971).
See generallynote 87 and accompanying text, supra.
1969),
211. Gautreaux v. Chicago Housing Authority, 296 F. Supp. 907 (N.D. I11.
noted in 79 YALE L.J. 712 (1970).
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problem. 21 2 Again, lawyers are vital because they are sensitive both to
the constitutional infirmities and to the administrative safeguards.
A third problem is to reconcile the notion of expanded centralized
planning with federalism. To put this problem in perspective, however, it must be realized that the twentieth century urbanization of
America and the consequent proliferation of local government have
already altered the traditional partnership relation between the nation
and the states; today the cities must be regarded as third partners in
our federal system. 21 3 A system of direct federal-city relations has
evolved largely because of the unwillingness of the states to grapple
with overwhelming urban problems. 21 4 Accordingly, the states have
already been bypassed with regard to many of the problems discussed
herein.
A national policy on population distribution, however, threatens to
make further inroads into the participation of the states in our federal
system. For such a policy to be meaningful it would have to be
national in scope. Many of the problems obviously cross state
lines and the whole problem of the regional dominance of the
American economy dictates comprehensive, affirmative projects which
would transcend artificial state boundaries. Moreover, there are a
number of factors which inhibit meaningful state participation. 2 15
First, the well-documented rural orientation of many state legislatures
has only partially been dissolved by the reapportionment decisions.
Second, many state governments have outdated constitutions2 1 6 which
frustrate flexible governmental action. Third, since most states actively compete to attract industry, state interference with industrial
location decisions has tended to be de minimus.
Nevertheless, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations argues that the states have a "pivotal role" in our federal
system and they must "play this role forcefully if the federal system is

212.

See Note, Racial Discrinination in Public Housing Site Selection, 23 STAN'.

L. REv. 63 (1970) (an excellent discussion of the problems entailed in judicial interference with the housing programs and alternatives in the form of administrative
reforms).
See generally R. MARTIN, THE CITIES AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM (1965).
See R. MARTIN, supra note 213, at 162-69. But see T. SANFORD, STORM OVER
THE STATES 53-62 (1967).
213.

214.
215.
216.
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Population Distribution
to survive and flourish." 217 In attempting to find a meaningful compromise between the need for national planning and the need to preserve some meaningful role for the states in our system, a number of
devices suggest themselves. One is the regional commission, seen in
the Appalachian Regional Development Act218 and in the Public
Works and Economic Development Act,21 9 which could be structured
to allow the representatives of state governments to participate in the
formation of population policy. A second is the federal grant-in-aid
which has now become the dominant technique for federal participation in the solution of various national problems. 220 This device allows both centralized federal control through the attachment of various "strings" and decentralized administration. Many of the existing
federal programs have been dominated by administration at the local
level rather than at the state level (with the notable exception of the
federal highway program), but to allow the states to administer the
population programs would both help combat the localism of many of
the existing programs and increase the level of state participation.
Indeed, the administration of the entire new community development
program through state-run public corporations on the British model
might be an attractive and constructive proposition.
Unfortunately, rather than aiming at a nice balance between federal planning and local administration, President Nixon's recent messages on revenue sharing indicate that the administration favors what
amounts to a wholesale abdication of federal decisional responsibility
over an obviously national problem.22 1 President Nixon argues that
existing federal programs are characterized by an abundance of red
tape and excessive federal control over the details of local planning
and concludes that the solution is to continue federal financial assistance but to leave decision-making to the "grass roots planning pro-

217.

ADVISORY COMM'N ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, URBAN AMERICA AND

101 (1969).
218. 40 U.S.C. App. § I (1970).
219. 42 U.S.C. § 3121 (1970).
220. See Skoler, Lynch, and Axilbund, Legal and Quasi-Legal Considerations in
New FederalAid Programs,56 GEO. LJ. 1144 (1968).
221. Presidental Message on Revenue Sharing for Urban Community Development, March 5, 1971, 117 Cong. Rec. H 1293 (Mar. 5, 1971), USCCAN 92nd Cong., Ist
Sess., at 237 (Mar. 25, 1971); President Nixon's Special Message on Revenue Sharing
for Rural Community Development,"I 17 Cong. Rec. H 1375 (Mar. 10, 1971), USCCAN
92d Cong., Ist Sess., at 247 (Mar. 25, 1971).
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cess" at the local level of government. 22 2 In his Urban Community
Development Program, for example, he would allocate funds to the
nation's various Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas according to
a strict formula which would take into account the size of the urban
areas and the severity of their problems. 223 Once distributed the
money could be used for any programs the local governments wished.
For rural development he proposes "that the Federal Government establish a $1.1 billion fund to be shared among all the States for fully
discretionary spending to meet their rural needs and accelerate their
224
rural development."
Implementation of these proposals would be disastrous. By leaving
planning to local units of government, the possibility of focusing on
the regional aspects of the problems would be defeated. The problems
outlined in this comment obviously transcend state boundaries. The
crux of the problems is in the regional imbalance in population. Revenue sharing on a state-by-state basis cannot be expected to correct
the problems except on an intrastate level. Further, to pour money
into the local governments without adequate federal controls is not
only wasteful but will ultimately reinforce existing population trends.
As noted above, since the states compete with one another to attract
revenue-generating industry, their efforts will propably cancel one
another and the existing agglomerative forces will prevail. The
grant-in-aid concept, on the other hand, would seem an attractive alternative between the categorical federal aid programs the President
criticizes and the revenue sharing plan he proposes. As noted above, it
can reconcile federal population planning with viable state and local
participation.
A fourth problem, alluded to above, concerns the place of population distribution planning in a society whose traditions are democratic. The experience of France, which has had extensive distribution
planning for over a decade, suggests that planning and democracy are
not irreconcilable. 225 The problem remains of how to redistribute
population without impinging constitutional rights of citizens to go
226
and live where they choose.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
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Population Distribution
As an initial proposition, it is inaccurite to characterize the existing
situation as one in which individuals have unrestricted freedom to live
where they desire. Generally, people live where jobs are. Thus, their
freedom is qualified by the various economic processes beyond their
control which distribute jobs across the country. Furthermore, it is
clear that various governmental activities have profound influence on
the location of corporate activity. Since this government activity has
heretofore been random, uncoordinated, and largely inadvertant with
respect to distributional effect, our citizenry has been unable even to
influence the pattern of distribution through the political process. To
adopt an affirmative policy is merely to transform the governmental
role into a more rational form. To acknowledge that government affects distribution and to tailor policy which is socially desirable is to
give the citizen a chance to participate directly or by representation in
the process.
Individual freedom can be maximized by directing distribution activity at the corporate structure rather than at individual citizens. The
anomalous position of the urban corporation has already been noted:
the corporation is drawn into the urban area to take advantage of external economies that reduce its operating costs, but it does not share
the social costs that result from urban congestion. These social consequences are not reflected in corporate income statements. Since there
is no justifiable reason for this lack of corporate accountability to society, there is a certain equity in directing redistribution efforts at the
corporate level. 227 There are numerous devices that could be utilized
to do so, ranging from a tax or tax credit scheme to systematic regulation of corporate location by the federal government. In addition, the
various location factors discussed in Section III can be manipulated
through law to influence corporate location decisions.
CONCLUSION
This comment has attempted to explore some of the relationships,
acknowledged by Congress in the Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970, between law and population distribution. This effort has been frustrated by the relative inattention paid
227. See, e.g., Miller, Toward the "Techno-Corporate" State?-An Essay in Arnerican Constitutionalism, 14 VILL. L. REv. 1 (1968).
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by social science experts to these relationships and by the consequent
lack of background literature. It is hoped that the comment has nevertheless succeeded in demonstrating that a relationship between law
and population distribution does exist, and that the relationship has
not been structured, as it might be, through the intentional manipulation of government policy to influence population distribution in a
desirable way. Not only is there a plethora of government programs
which affect distribution and urbanization patterns in entirely unanticipated ways, but even those programs aimed specifically at various
aspects of the problem have not been designed effectively. These programs have been inefficient and uncoordinated and have been characterized by a general willingness to abdicate planning decisions to the
private corporate sector and to local units of government. What is
needed is a coherent national policy on population distribution.
The need for lawyer participation in designing this policy is apparent. It is the legal framework that has always been the principal
arena for the resolution of disputes in our society and for the institutionalized communication between various sectors in general; ultimately, it is law that must tailor policy to be consistent with our democratic traditions.
Further, there are a number of legal problems which must be
solved before population policy can be regarded as fully successful.
Migration patterns in this country have important racial facets; any
governmental policy affecting population distribution must be designed to reverse rather than encourage existing trends toward de
facto racial segregation. The Civil War amendments require no less.
Also, as distribution patterns change, political boundaries will have to
be altered to comply with the mandate of the reapportionment cases
and to insure that citizen participation in local government remains as
unfettered as possible. On a broader scale, federal policies must be
artfully constructed and carefully balanced to safeguard our federal
system. On the one hand, a comprehensive national policy and a vigorous federal participation are obviously called for; on the other, a
heavy-handed and clumsy implementation of the federal role could be
devastating to state and local government. Lawyers have the skills
needed to accept the challenge and to help devise the solution.
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